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Abstract. The application of machine learning algorithms has become
important for the medical domain. However, the concrete application
of these type of algorithms strongly depends on how a corresponding
data source was created. Most importantly, domain knowledge must be
linked with data science knowledge. Data collected using smartphones
or smart mobile devices (e.g., smart watches) is commonly referred to
as mHealth data. The possibilities and strategies for collecting data in
this area now appear to be as diverse as the machine learning algorithms
that have emerged. This tutorial will therefore discuss how mHealth data
is structured and which aspects need to be taken into account when
evaluating it with machine learning algorithms, using concrete examples.
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1 Background Information and Tutorial Content

The use of smartphones - and, by extension, smart mobile devices - for clinical
trials is no longer a niche phenomenon. Above all, it has been recognized that
smartphones can measure data in-situ in order to achieve a high transferability of
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the results to reality; also known as high ecological validity of the data. Of note,
only a few standards have been established in this area so far, so that this domain
is still characterized by many utilized data collection strategies and also new
developments [1]. Another circumstance complicates the situation, the utilized or
developed concepts that are currently used come from different scientific domains
and therefore often make little use of each other’s achievements. To get a better
impression, Fig. 1 shows the predominant concepts and which scientific domain
they originate from.

Fig. 1. mHealth Research and Data Collection Concepts

As can be seen in Fig. 1, currently seven major flavors can be distinguished
to collect mHealth data. Some of these are combined, and some have additional
sub-flavors. The implementation of these strategies for clinical studies mainly
leads to two consequences. First, comparing study data is often very difficult, as
it is rarely specified exactly which paradigm was used. Second, the strategies lead
to the fact that if a study design is not strictly clinically supervised, which is not
wanted in the mHealth context most of the time (i.e., ecological validity can only
be achieved when data is gathered in the wild), then participants fill in data in
very different frequencies, intervals and quantities [2]. These different distribu-
tions ultimately lead to the fact that evaluations by means of machine learning
should take very many bias types into account in order to achieve meaningful
results. For the reasons mentioned above, it is then very often argued that there
is simply too little data available to be able to make meaningful statements.
From our project experience, this view is not proper in many respects.

To summarize, many aspects play a role that currently need to be considered
when machine learning is applied to mHealth data. Moreover, there are many
types of software development flavors (e.g., native vs. cross-development) that
also play a role in the sketched data collection settings. Considering all of the
mentioned aspects, we want to discuss in this tutorial along existing evaluations
on mHealth data, which possibilities of addressing them exist and how a suitable
interpretation of the data using machine learning can look like.
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